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Hotel Near Universal Orlando’s New Deal Offers In-Room Massage 
The Fairfield Inn & Suites Orlando near Universal Orlando Resort invites guests to enjoy unrivaled relaxation with 

great accommodations and a special massage package.  

 

Orlando, FL – Whether traveling for business or leisure, guests staying at the Fairfield Inn & Suites 

Orlando near Universal Orlando Resort can expect to enjoy some serious relaxation thanks to a new 

hotel package. 

 

The Bella Leilani Massage Package at this Universal Orlando 

hotel includes everything a traveler needs to unwind after a 

day of sightseeing or business meetings. This special offer 

features a complimentary 30-minute in-room massage for 

guests who stay two nights or more. 

 

The deft hands and experienced professionals from Bella 

Leilani are well known to revitalize tired muscles and work out 

all the kinks from a day of hard work or play. Even the most 

exuberant sightseers will appreciate the in-room massage 

services at this hotel near Universal Orlando. After a day 

exploring the nearby theme parks, guests might find their feet tired, their back aching and their 

muscles tense, despite the fun. After 30 minutes of in-room relaxation, though, guests will be ready 

to go for another day of vacation. 

 

Besides the fabulous in-room massage, the Fairfield Inn & Suites Orlando offers plenty of 

comfortable amenities that have made it a favorite choice among hotels near Universal Orlando. 

Spacious accommodations provide plenty of space for all travelers to relax and unwind, while 

complimentary wireless Internet access affords guests plenty of entertainment options, as well as 

potential for productivity for business travelers. The hotel also offers an outdoor pool area and a 24-

hour fitness center. 

 

For guests staying two nights or more at one of the best hotels near Universal Orlando, the Bella 

Leilani in-room massage service is just the thing guests need to relieve stress and keep enjoying the 

surrounding area.  

 

To reserve this Orlando hotel package, use promotional code ZJ1 online or call 1-800-228-9290. This 

deal is available seven days a week from now until September 23, 2013. Guests must make 

reservations with Bella Leilani 72 hours in advance. Additional restrictions may apply. For more 

information, visit www.marriott.com/MCOUS.  

 

About the Fairfield Inn & Suites Orlando near Universal Orlando Resort 

The Fairfield Inn & Suites Orlando near Universal Orlando Resort is steps from Universal Studios and 

Islands of Adventure and is within minutes from SeaWorld and Aquatica along with Walt Disney 

Fairfield Inn & Suites Orlando Near Universal 
Orlando Resort 
5614 Vineland Road 
Orlando, Florida 32819 USA 
Phone: 1-407-581-5600 
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World. The Universal Orlando hotel’s 96 rooms and 20 suites feature deluxe bedding and free Wi-Fi. 

For information, visit www.marriott.com/MCOUS. 
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